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TUES DAY

Faculty Senate
Tuke a look at what the Faculty have been up to.
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Taking home the homecoming crowns
By Gregory McElroy
icTIVITIES REPORtER

It was history in the making Monday at
the 2003 EID Homecoming Coronation ceremony in Lantz Gym.
Kelly Edwards, a junior Speech
Communication major, became the first
ever African American woman crowned
Homecoming queen.
Larry Ward ill, a senior finance major
and a representative of Delta Thu Delta fraternity, was crowned Homecoming king
and "it feels awesome," Ward said. "I am
very proud and confident to represent the
university and my fraternity. It was just an
amazing experience. I'm just glad that I got

to represent"
Angela Beard, a sophomore communication disorders and sciences major and a representative of the Black Student Union, the
National Pan-Helenic Council, and the
Minority Teacher Education Association
was crowned princess.
James Bradley, a sophomore music
major and representative or Ford Hall, was
crowned prince.
''I feel real good right now," Beard said.
"It was fun doing the campaigning and making flyers and passing out pluggers around
the campus to get people to vote for all of us
on the panel and all of that work bas obviously paid off."

"It feels really nice right now," Bradley
said. "I really didn't expect to win, but it
feels real good."
~ch of the winners talked briefly about
the application process and what they personally went through as far as campaigning
on campus.
"It was not as hectic as people would
think," Bradley said. "All of the candidates
had to be interviewed for 10 minutes. We
were asked basic questions about your
background, what you do for fun, what
makes you a good candidate; you know, really personal questions like those
"As far as getting the people to vote, you
just go around to try to get people to know
you and to remember you when they go and
vote."
"The Interview process that we· had was
worth 60 percent of our candidate score,"
Beard said. "My main goal was to get all the
minorities on campus to vote for us because
the votes would go towards us and I think
that was crucial to us winning the
Homecoming court this year."
This years homecoming theme was "The
Good, the Bad, the '80s."
Everyone who attended the coronation
was asked to dress in '80s attire to better
bring out the occasion.
"In the past, people had to dress formal,"
Chelsea Frederick, University Board
Homecoming Chair said previously.
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Kelty Edwards, a junior speech communication major, wipes a tear 8Wfl'I from her eyes after
being cn>wned Homecoming Queen 2003, as Lany Ward HI, a senior financ:e ma;or, looks on.

Vote of confidence still in discussion
BJ Tim Martin

lowed. The ~c~~J:!!'!'itt~'s P.~ was .to suggest what ..Jll".der for a president to accurately portray the university's
attributes thell' entities would like to have in a president.
goals, be or she needs to have been a faculty member.
Bill Davidson, the student board representative and stu- Hencken has previously said he defers to Blair Lord, provost
The discontent resulting from a faculty vote of confidence dent executive vice president, was a member on the search and vice president for academic affairs, on almost all issues
would not be directed toward interim President Lou committee and previously said he had believed the majority that deal with academics, but Lord is not the one who primaHencken, but rather at the process by which be was appoint- of the committee had wanted to continue the search.
rily represents F.astern with the General Assembly and with
ed Ea.stem's ninth president along with the entity that placed
Faculty and students have made one thing clear - the boosters.
him there, the Board of 'Ihlstees.
issue is not Lou Hencken, but the process that he was placed
Hencken has a master's degree from F.astem, and has held
The motion to discuss the possibility of taking a vote of into the position.
various positions in the Housing and Dining Office and
confidence against the board is on Tuesday's Faculty Senate
Student Affairs Office.
agenda.
Some faculty believe a better candidate, with Hencken's
What a vote ofcol{fide1u;e would do
If a no confidence vote was cast against the board, no
credentials, could be found. Although board members say
direct action could be taken since the board members are
The Faculty Senate is set to only discuss if preliminary Hencken is the prime candidate for dealing with F.astern's
lppointed by the governor. The vote would stand as a strong · actions should be taken. The vote of confidence would only budget situation, faculty resound that other universities and
6iapproval against the board, English professor John result in a black eye for the university, and could draw atten- other states are also dealing with the same budget shortfalls.
Allison previously said.
tion from the state government or the Illinois Board of
Allison proposed the motion to discuss the vote of confi- Higher Education.
Why the board made their decision
dence.
"I'm comfortable with the process the board has taken,"
Some have expressed discontent from what they per- BOT chair Nate Anderson previously said. "We're very comThe selection to extend Hencken's contract by two years
ceived as a lack of campus input during the presidential fortable with that."
was made for two main reasons, numerous board members
lllU'Ch process that consisted of one meeting. The board
If the senate passes a resolution for the vote of confidence, say - stability in the university's renewal of the North
decided Sept 30 to end the search and extend Hencken's con- Allison hopes the next step would be a campus wide referen- Central Accreditation and Hencken's rapport with state legtract two years. The contract could be fmalized at the board's dum that would gauge if there is faculty interest in a vote of islators.
Nov. 1 meeting, and would drop Hencken's interim title.
confidence.
NCA representatives will not arrive on campus for reacThe lack of extensive consultation for the campus entities
creditation until 2005, but the university is currently in the
bas made some question whether the board is adequately
Why some hm1e problems with the decision
process of conducting a self study.
~ their jobs as the governing body of the university.
Board members have said stability at the presidential
After a presidential search to find a replacement for forThere are a number of reasons why some have problems position will reflect well upon the NCA members. However,
mer F.astern president Carol Surles in 2001 ended, the search with the lack of a search. Some say tlie search did not accu- NCA representatives have previously said presidential stareconvened this fall. The 13-member Presidential Search rately represent the university's concerns to maintain its sta- bility is not one of the major determining factors of the reacCommittee first met Sept. 23 and one week later, the board tus as an equal opportunity employer. Others prefer the uni- creditation.
voted 6 to 1 to extend Hencken's contract.
versity p resident have a doctoral or terminal degree, along
That quick decision bas some faculty and students believ- with experience in higher education academics.
SEE VOTE • Page &
ing shared governance, or equal representation, was not folThat issue is a concern because some faculty believe µi
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Student Senate torn over disagreements
If ldln O'Malley
ITUDENT GOVERNMENT REPORTER

absent were Jetting down those who attended.
"People are letting us down left and right," Flam said.
"Student senators have a job to fulfill and should take it seriously.

Several members of the Student
Senate are disappointed in the progress
of student government so far this year ,
and they are finding ways to work on
problems.
Lisa Flam, student vice president for
student affairs, said multiple student
senate members have been avoiding
responsibilities and not conveying characteristics of school leaders.
"It's your job. It's your responsibility,"
Flam said to the Student Senate
Wednesday.
A student government forum was held
last Wednesday, where senate members
ame to make students aware of the Student Government.
Fiim was disappointed with the amount of student senate
~w
oo attended the forum saying those who were

"Step up to the plate and get the job done," she said.
Ryan Herdes, chair of senate University Development
and Recycling Committee, agrees with Flam and said senate
members should come to student government events unless
be or she can give a good reason for absences.
"I thought we had a job to do," Herdes said. "We have a
duty to the students."
Discussion Wednesday left some feeling senate members
did'nt represent the student body.
. Herdes was one of 15 senate members who voted against
a resolution to allow students to bring pony kegs and large
container s of beer during tailgating. Herdes said back in
grade school, students are taught to avoid drugs and alcohol,
and with tailgating, the university is promoting alcohol
"The whole idea is contradictory to begin with," Herdes
said. "The resolution is irrelevant."
The resoltion failed.
Student Senate Speaker Mike Walsh said the main reason

he was upset about the failed resolution was because two
students came to the meeting and voiced their support about
the tailgating resolution, but were ignored by the majority.
"The students' voices weren't beard," Walsh said. 'What
they thought should have been done, wasn't done."
Student senate member George I..esica said it's not a bad
idea to rewrite the tailgating resolution to satisfy the rest of
the Student Senate.
"It's better to reevaluate, even if nothing changed," I..esica
said.
Some senate members aren't speaking up about certain
topics needed to be discussed further, I..esica said, referring
to a resolution passed Wednesday. The resolution suggested
the Board of 'Ihlstees change its presidential search methods.

"I was disappointed that more senators didn't speak,"
I..esica said.
Walsh said the Student Government is starting to come
together, but it was tough at first.
"It took a .while to get people motivated," Walsh said. "I
think that now we really got the ball moving."
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By John Hohenadel
ADMINISTRATION REPORTER

The Faculty Senate will decide Tuesday whether to take the preliminary steps in casting a vote of confidence against the Board of 'Ihlstees

because of their decision to end the presidential search.
Senate members have previously said they believed shared governance, or equal campus representation, was not followed when the
board decided to offer a two-year extension to interim President Lou
Hencken.
At a Sept 30 senate meeting three members of the board attended.
Some members of the senate previously have showed their displeasure
about the way the board handled the Hencken situation.
The way the search ended was very un-American, African-American
studies professor Wilson Ogbomo said.
.
"It will divide the community and cause problems," he said at the
Sept 30 Faculty Senate meeting. "I don't see why the top job on campus
won't be open to all that are qualified."
The resolution has been written and was put on hold because of other
issues.
•
Also at last week's meeting, the Illinois Board of Higher Education
had the tempers of the senate flaring because of what it had to say about
~lack of teaching productivity.
The main issue last week was the definition of productivity. The senate and the IBHE have different definitions, which makes it difficult to
solve the problem at hand.
Last Thursday Hencken and Blair Lord, provost and vice president
for academic affairs, met with the executive committee and went over
what the IBHE said
"We are amidst at trying to arrive on a strategy as to how to deal with
the perceived threat of the IBHE," senate Chair David Carpenter said
The senate debated on this issue for about an hour last week and will
discuss their debate Tuesday.
The senate will also:
- Formalize a motion to establish the Commencement Committee that
previously did not take minutes nor had any elected officials.
- Motion to transfer the responsibility of student scholarship and
awards distribution from Student Affairs to Academic Affairs. The
move was suggested because the office of enrollment management was
moved from Student Affairs to Academic Affairs.
-The Senate will also have to seat two new Senators to replace the late
Dr. Luis Clay-Mendez and technology professor Mori Tuosi.

I

Faculty Senate meeting

Jason Sparting, joumeYman lineman for Ameren CIPS, works on a streetlight Monday afternoon on Sixth Str9et
just North of campus.

+When 2 p.m.

Speaker to discuss
anthropological research

+Where: Conference Room 4440 of Booth
Library

By Dan Valenziano
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Scott Bjelland of the Leakey Research Foundation
will lecture at S p.m. in room 3202 of Booth Libi-ary as
part of the building's speaker series.
Bjelland is the public education coordinator for
I

Leakey family research in Kenya, which has been
responsible for many advances and discoveries in
anthropology over much of the last century.
David Bell, assistant professor in reference services at the library, said Bjelland has created Web sites
for anthropological organi1.ations including Leakey
Research and creates graphical representations of
what species would look like using recovered fossils
and computer programs.
Bell said Bjelland's lecture came as a supplement to
the library's film series.
The library will present "In the Hall of Man," at 4
and 7 p.m. Tuesday in the room 3203 of Booth.
"My idea was to tie (the presentation) in with the
film, which talks about how art and science relate to
each other," Bell said. "Art is used to make science

accessible to the nonacademic community.
"The work Scott does is similar to that. He actuallll
takes these anthropological fossil finds and does artiltic renderings. He comes up with a representatioo and
designs it on the computer."
Bjelland will talk about how he does bis work and
give an update OD the Leakey family's projects.
"He'll talk about their work and their plans for
future," Bell said.
Bell said Bjelland hinted he would release ·
tioD about new developments with the f
researpi that has not yet been made public.
"The way this kind of research goes, from the
they fmd something, it takes a couple of years
they publish anything," Bell said.
"I'm really excited about it. I think it's going to
entertaining and informative."

Dan Yalenziano can be reached at cudwvOelu.clln.

POLICE BLOTTER
Possession of cannablsldnlg psaphemalla:

Kevin James Phelps, 22, was arrested Oct. 9 at his
residence on charges of possession of drug paraphernalia and possession of cannabis, police reports said.
Purchasafacceptance of alcohol by a mitor:

Adam J. Burns, 19, and Martin P. Gollogly, 19, were
both arrested Oct. 12 on Polle Ave. OD charges of purchase and acceptance of alcohol by a minor, according
to police reports.

Stephen C. Jones, 19, was arrested Oct. 11 at the
block of Fourth Street on charges of minor
of alcohol and purchase and acceptance of alco
a minor, police reports said.
Diatl.ltllng the peace:

According to police reports, Larry M. Childs,
was arrested Oct. 11 at his residence on charges of
turbing the peace and creating a disturbance.
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Space, money problems with
textbook packaging proposal
., """" Slmplar
ITUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

Student Senate members are
hsearching the possibility of
briJJsing textbook packaging to
campus, but textbook managers at
Eastern and Illinois State
Oniversity have problems with the

lf'Stem.
As manager of Alamo Il, ISU's
llookstore, Mike Flanigan knows
first band the headaches accompanying prepackaging textbooks for
Ddents.
Senate members Josh Jewett
md Nikki Kull are researching the
system, which would have a student's textbooks boxed and ready
llr' pick-up with the flash of an ID
illrd. The senate members said
Ille project is still in an early
lleee&rch stage.
Flanigan warns any school looking to bring textbook packaging to
Its campus should be prepared for
alot of work.
"It is very time consuming for
us," Flanigan said. "Basically,
we're getting their books for
them."
Students at ISU have the option
of pthering their books themlleltes in the bookstore, or they can
go online, fill out a "picking list"
and have bookstore employees
round up the books for them,
11anigan said.
Flanigan said ISU has been
using the prepackaged system for

"They better be
ready to have plenty
of help. From a business standpoint, I
wouldn't recommend
it.,,

about eight years and it has
received positive reactions from
students.
"Students love it," Flanigan said.
"For freshmen, it's very easy.
"This is a trend that's going
around the country," he said.
Even though ISU has bad success with the program, Flanigan
said the system might not work at
all schools.
Flanigan said about 10 students
work to make sure book orders are
filled and make the operation work
smoothly.
"They better be ready to have
plenty of help," said Flanigan of
schools interested in the system.
"From a business standpoint, I
wouldn't recommend it."
In addition to being "very labor
intensive," Flanigan said textbook
packaging takes up an enormous
amount of space,

"It would be a space nightmare
(for Eastern)" Flanigan said "We
bad to clear out two sections of the
store. We moved out a whole
department to make space for it."
Eastern's director of Textbook
Rental Service, Dan Klingenberg,
agrees with Flanigan.
''We barely have the space to
operate where we are," said
Klingenberg, adding students
changing their classes would cause
additional problems for Textbook
Rental Service,
The biggest cost of prepackaging textbooks comes from the
boxes, Flanigan said, which can
cost anywher.e from 75 cents to
$1.10 each. Custom imprinting the
Alamo n logo on the boxes costs
$1.08each.
Even though ISU has about
19,000 students, Flanigan said
Alamo II orders just 2,000 to 6,000
boxes a semester.
Jewett, the senate member
spearheading Eastern's research
of the system, said he has contacted other senate members but
couldn't comment on the progress
of the research.
"I talked to those gays and they
told me to wait about a week
before I let anything out," Jewett
said
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Student Government editor Kevin
Sampler can be reached at k_sampterOhotmalLcom

DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY DANIEL WILLIAMS

Amy Richardson, chief cleff( of student accounts, ftls out papers Monday
afternoon In the Textbook Rental Services bulding.

Charleston officers testify against La Bamba's suspects
• Faur of the five SUS'J)ect,s

mSept. 27 La Bamha's

flight attend preliminary
ataring Man.day
., Jamie Fetty
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Three
Charleston
Police
Department officers accused a
P'OUP of four people of battling
with officers and inflaming a panicked crowd, in a preliminary hearing Monday.
The officers testified against the
poup, whose bearings were conIOlidated and charged with aggravated battery and other assorted
aft'enses following a Sept. 27 mob
acene near la Bamba's Mexican
Jestaurant that some say was
racially motivated.
Lee E. Graham, 36, is charged
with aggravated battery, resisting
a peace officer and resisting
arrest. Seniece A. Graham, 28, is
charged with aggravated battery
to a police officer. Charles L.
Spence, 32, is charged with aggraYlted battery in a public place.

Jacques M. Spence, 24, is charged
with aggravated battery and
resisting a peace officer.
Officer John Bennett said when
he arrived on the scene, he found
Lee Graham distressed and yelling
someone had hit his sister, Seniece
Graham.
Bennett testified he tried to calm
Lee Graham down and get him out
of the swarm of about 100 people
so they could talk. He said Lee
Graham allegedly yelled ''F••• the
policeI I don't need the police; I can
handle this on my own."
B.ennett said he approached Lee
Graham with his hand outstretched and he allegedly swatted
it away and pushed the officer.
After that alleged incident,
Bennett said, he began telling Lee
Graham to get down on the ground
and tried to arrest him. When the
defendant allegedly refused,
Bennett sprayed him with pepper
spray. He said Lee Graham was
wearing glasses and didn't feel the
full impact of the spray on bis eyes,
but Bennett himself had trouble
seeing after the incident.
Lee Graham had been in Coles
County Safety and Detention

Stuesda

on bond and therefore was the only
suspect to appear in court
unshackled.
Bennett testified during his
scuffle with her brother, Seniece
Graham pushed the officer ''with
both hands" and told him he wasn't
going to arrest Lee Graham. She
was also hit in the face with some
of the pepper spray used, Bennett
said.
The Spences are charged in a
separate fight within the same
crowd. Officer Kirk Hildebrand
said Charles Spence severely
injured his girlfriend when she
tried to stop him from f"ighting
with another girl
Hildebrand said the woman told
him Charles Spence punched her
in her left ear, knocking her to the
ground. She told the officer ·she
couldn't remember what happened
after he allegedly punched her, and
couldn't hear out of that ear.
Hildebrand told the court her
eardrum bad been ruptured Shick
raised Charles Spence's bond to
$100,000 in light of the severity of
the alleged battering and prior convictions, including first degree
murder and armed robbery.

La Bamba'& pegcls
• Lee E. GfBham, 86
• Seolece A. Graham. 28
•William A. Graham, 31
• Charles L Spence. 32
• Jacques M. Spence, 24

Next Court Aoaearances
• Nov, 17 trial date for Lee E.
Graham, Seniece Graham.
Char1esL. Spence and Jacques
M.Spence
• Oct. 27 preliminary hearing
for William A Graham

Center and appeared in court
shackled, but Judge Mitch Shick
lowered his $25,000 bond to $5,000
because Lee Graham has no prior
record and his mother and five siblings live in the county.
Seniece Graham is already free
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Hildebrand testified Jacques
Spence was yelling and "inciting
the crowd." When Hildebrand
tried to arrest him, Jacques Spence
allegedly told him ur•• you, I'm
not under arrest."
Officer Will Lawler said Jacques
Spence allegedly yelled obscenities at him while Charles Spence
was being arrested, and told the
officer he didn't have to listen to
police or do anything they said.
Jacques Spence also bas a
record comprised mostly of
cannabis charges,
During cross examination, Lee
Graham's attorney, Robert Dunst
of Mattoon, questioned Bennett
and other officers about racial
slurs being yelled in the angry
crowd. All officers testified they
heard no racial epithets.
All officers also testified that the
crowd was mostly white, The four
suspects who were in court
Monday are all black, as is William
A. Graham, 31, who will appear
Monday at l p.m. on charges of
mob action and threatening a public official.
The four will return to court for
their trials Nov. 17 at 9 am
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OPIN I O N

Letting your freak flag fly for a day

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid."
Edblal bamd
Jamie Fetty, Editor in chief
Avian Carrasquillo, Managing editor

John Chambers, News editor

Matt Meinheit, Associate news editor
Ben Erwin,

Editorial page editor

Matt Williams, Sports editor
JfeM(env-.otlolmllll.com

EDI T ORIAL

Campus
community
unites
F.astem has felt the loss of three recent figures
in the university community, and the campus
came together to grieve.
,
• Luis Clay-Mendez
Foreign languages professor
died Oct. 3, office specialist Kathy Denton died
Oct 7 and Johnetta Jones, director of the
Minority Affairs Office, died Oct. 11.
A memorial service for both Mr. Clay-Mendez
and Ms. Jones drew hundreds to speak and mourn
their deaths.
At ....
The university comThe trials Eastern
munity acted approprinow faces with the
ately and continues to
loss of three
help everyone get
esteemed facully
through three tragedies
membefs.
in such a short time.
0urmr.ce
The university has
David Onest.ak, direcpulled
together with
tor of the Counseling
great support In the
Center, said he's seen
face of adversity.
signs of unity in all campus cracks and crevaces.
Onestak, who worked closely with Ms. Jones,
said she always made meetings interesting: no
one knew what she would say.
Now, in informal conversation people are talking talk about the losses the university has felt. In
scheduled meetings, talking about the recent campus deaths becomes part of the agenda.
''From what I can gather, I think people came
together ... to ease the suffering of their friends,''
Onestak said.
Ms. Jones wasn't just director of Minority
Affairs, but was involved across campus and an
advocate for students.
"She was so important to the campus in many
ways," Onestak said.
He said Ms. Jones was a "voice of reason,"
always bringing those around her back to the bigger issue at hand.
Even those who didn't know Mr. Clay-Mendez,
admired him for bis courage. He took a prominent
stand in the search for a new Eastern president
this semester.
Mr. Clay-Mendez served on the Faculty Senate.
Senate Chair David Carpenter said he was passionate about many university causes.
·''There was nothing lukewarm about Luis,"
Carpenter has said.
Not many wanted to talk about Ms. Denton
because the loss was so recent, but all who would
speak to The Daily Eastern News said she would
be missed
No one is doubting that each of the three recent
deaths will leave holes in the campus community.
Holes that might never be filled But, Onestak
said it was obvious Eastern lived up to the definition of "community."
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Bring out the pimps, Catholic
school girls, goblins and ghosts
because it's time for Halloween.
For one day, everyone can dress
up as a fwmy character, and for
some, be something they wish
they could be.
For one day men can dress as
women and women can dress like
men and no one finds it to be
weird. Well, maybe just a little
less weird, but an acceptable
weird.
Oct. 31, marks a day of bobbing
for apples, haunted houses and
going to a fun, imaginary world.
Everyone should let loose for
one day and get a little goofy even
if it means putting on a fwmy bat
or mismatching your clothes.
Those who believe the idea of
the day is just plain evil obviously
do not get the true purpose of
Halloween. Dressing up and having a good time does not make one
a devil worshiper or a bad person,
just someone looking for a
change.
As a kid, all I wanted to do was
dress up and walk around my
neighborhood with my friends collecting loads of candy in my pillow case.
It's not like dressing up as a
ghost or weanng a scary mask has
made me want to go join a cult. I
may have received a cavity or two
from he excessive amounts of
candy, but I can't say I have been
involved in any satanic ritual
from participating in Halloween
festivities.

"It's not every day you
have an excuse to look
like a fool, so take
advantage of it and have
a little fun while doing
so."
Tuday's Halloween has little to
do with religion and has a lot to do
with people just enjoying themselves.
Some Christians put up too
much fuss about a harmless holiday. When a young child is asked
what he or she is going to be for
Halloween, the response should
not be, "My mommy and daddy
told me people who celebrate
Halloween are evil." Tuday's concept of Halloween is all about an
elaborate game of make believe
and escapism, if only for a night.
There is something wrong with
a 7-year-old who doesn't want to
dress up for Halloween because
their parents are blind to such a
gleeful holiday.
Kids don't have to go around
dressing like devils or ghosts. If
parents have a problem with the
holiday, give your kid a less offensive costume like an angel or a
Harry Potter costume. Sure, they
might look lame, but at least those
kids can still participate.
I know you can't look at a little

kid dressed as a bumblebee and
not let out an "Awwwww."Letkidl
be kids and let them participate in
one of the most fun holidays we
have.
'
And I don't want to hear anyone
say they are too old for this nonsense either. No one can be too old
for fun, in fact, maybe older ~
ple need this holiday more than
the kids.
Stressed out by your job? Thea
dress up like your terrible boss
for Halloween and get a laugh.
Just got through a few rougll
weeks of class like myself? Put 111
some '70s clothes and take a few
pictures to remember what a good
time you had.
It's not every day you have an
excuse to look like a fool, so take
advantage of it and have a little
fun while doing so.
Even if you don't dress up, at
least decorate or carve a pumpkin. Do something. Get in the
Halloween spirit because there ia
nothing evil about pumpkins and
hay rides.
And on an added note, to ma1re
Halloween even more fun, it's on a
Friday this year.
For my first two Halloweens at
Eastern, I dressed up as a student
and sat in my room studying for
tests and writing papers, (qr <W-1'
mornmg classes. That 4loe8n'a
exactly scream exciting or fun.
Any ideas for a costume this year,
let me know.
Anything hilariously fun defi.
nitely applies.
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Board cheapening an Ea~tem educatio
I ~ writing to commend
Administration Reporter
John Hohenadel for his
excellent reporting of the
alarming information conveyed to Faculty Senate on
TueS<\ay by Les Hyder, our
r~resentative with the
Illinois Board of Higher
Education.
I hope the students on this
campus. will understand from
his reporting that YOUR
EDUCATION IS UNDER
ATTACK.
When James Kaplan, chair
of the IBHE, says the Board
intends to stop listening to
universities and "get real"
about forcing them to
"increase productivity while
decreasing the cost of
·inst:ructioo.~':.lle me4lllS that
.heweoos-~you ib sit in

larger classes taught by
instructors who have less
time to devote to you.
His words also imply
(what also is suggested by
other sources about IBHE)
that he intends for faculty to
have less time, much less
time, to do the kind of
research and creative work
which makes them good
teachers and mentors who
can help you figure out
future directions you might
want to take.
They also imply that the
kind of campus culture that
now exists at Eastern, including the principles of shared
governance where faculty
and students work together
with the administration in
making policies, setting goals
and evaluating resul~ is con-

sidered expendable. Instead,
we are to have political
appointees and educational
bureaucrats from Springfield
telling us what to do.
These intentions are
incompatible with the goal of
"maintaining and even
enhancing the quality of education." The real goal, I'm
afraid, is to downgrade and
devalue the quality of public
education.
I hope that Eastern students will understand the
quality of education they now
enjoy will be seriously

threatened if the kinds of
attitudes toward public universities expressed by people like Kaplan are translated into policy.
I would urge them to
defend quality public edu
tion. Let your parents kDOw
about this threat. Contact
your legislature and state
senator and let them know
that you won't have this
cation, that costs enough,
cheapened.

Bailey K Young
professor of history.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Dtb1y Eastern News aoceplll letters to the
addreMlng local, state, national and lntematlonal lssuM. They should ba less thill!
words and include the authors. name, telephone number and addl'M&. Students
indicate their year In school and l'Tllljor. Faculty, a:lmlnistratlon and stall should I
their position and department. Letters whose aU1hors cannot ba vertlled will not
plinted •• ~ing on apace constraints, we may edit lettera, so keep. It
Lettei9
\M._.if~o the 'deHY ~ Niwna 1t.1't ·euzzlird Hall, CMrtllstcn
61920; faxed to 217-581-'2923; or e-mailed to jfeastemnewsOhotmall.oam
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Eastern coalition
plans protest trip
By Dan Valenziano
ACTIVITIES EOITOR
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Shake, Rattle and Roll
Due to the rattling of his windows, ~ Ascolani, a senior nwl8g8ln8nt major, ftxes his car windows
Monday afternoon outside his house near the comer of Second and Uncoln Ave.

For the sixth year in a row, the
. Fair 1\'ade Coalition is planning its
trip to the mass protest of the
Western Hemisphere Institute for
Security Cooperation.
Tuesday at 9:30 p.m. in the
Newman Catholic Center, the
coalition will bold an informational
meeting for its annual trip to
protest at Fort. Benning in
Columbia, Ga Students will travel
by van to the base, departing
Friday, Nov. 21 and returning
Monday, Nov. 24.
·
The trip is cosponsored by
Newman Catholic. Center, the EIU
Fair 'lhlde Cpalition and the E1U
Haiti Connection.
According to its Web site,
www.benning.army.mil/wbinsec,
the se<:urity cooperation is "a
Department of Defense institute
that instructs rising civilian, military and law enforcement leaders
throughout
the
Western
Hemisphere. "
Many opponents of the cooperation, opened in January 2001, say it
is simply the renaming of the U.S.
Army School of the Americas,
which officially closed in
Deeember of 2000.
"They changed a couple of
courses and gave it a different
name," said Roy Lanham, campus
minister at Newman.
Lanham is also the adviser to the
coalition, a group organiz.ed in part
to ensure fair wages for farmers.
"Right now, a large number of
graduates (of the School of the

Americas) have been brought up
on human rights offenses."
The annual protest is planned
around the same time of year one
of those offenses happened.
In El Salvador, in 1989, a
Salvadorian army patrol killed six
Jesuit priests at Central America
University. According to the
United Nation's 1ruth Commission
Report on the country in 1993, 19
of the 26 officers cited for the
killings were graduates of the
school
Since the government's beginnings of such schools in 1946, over
61,000 have been trained.
The Institute for Security
Cooperation's Web site says the
schools "have helped foster a spirit of cooperation and interoperability among militaries throughout
the hemisphere. The vast majority
(of the graduates) contnbuted positively to the region's transition to
democracy."
Lanham said the school is no
longer necessary.
"The fact is we don't need it anymore," be said.
Lanham attended the last five
protests.
"Saturday is an all-day rally," he
said. "It's a giant street festival.
There's thousands of people
there."
Justin Cummings, a junior biology and Spanish major, is organiz..
ing the trip.
He said the cost to students will
be $25 and will include transportation and camping.

Taylor Dining construction to be completed this week
., Jennifer Chiariello
CAMPUS EDITOR

F.astern is in the last stages of
mnstruction on the Tuylor Dining
Service roof replacement.
Workers started replacing the
roof early this summer and work
lhould be finished this week, said
Mark Hudson, director of housing
md dining.
Before construction began to
replace the roof, the building had
its original from when it was built
In the 1960s.
"It held up great; it just needed
ID be replaced," Hudson said.
The crew replacing the roof al.so
wurks on other projects, such as
leaks and various maintenance
problems on campus. Hudson said
tbe reason the roof isn't finished is
because of the other jobs the work-

ers have to do.
"Sometimes they need to go out
and do other things," Hudson said.
Hudson said the new Tuylor Hall
roof will cost $130,000. This cost is
similar to the previous project, a
new roof put on Thomas Hall.
Before the roof on Thomas was
replaced last year, Weller Hall bad
its roof replaced at a cost of about
$80,000. Costs are less for buildings in the triad, such as Ford,
McKinney and Weller Halls
because those buildings occupy
less square feet.
Roof repairs and replacements
are frequent projects, Hudson
said.
"It's an ongoing process where
we are almost always doing a roof,"
Hudson said.
In the next few weeks, work will
begin on a new roof for Ford.
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Hudson said no other residence
or dining hall construction plans
are set to begin this school year.
Repairs on building siding in
University Court as well as painting in some of the buildings will
continue.
The next ''big plan" is set for
next summer when the south side
of Tuylor Hall •and one side of
Carman Hall will be renovated like
Thomas and Carman were this past
summer, Hudson said.
The rooms will include new carpeting as well as stackable furniture. About $800,000 will be spent
on the new furniture alone for both
buildings.
Nachel Glynn, Resident Hall
Association president, said the
RHA has not heard of any repairs
or construction improvements
requested by students. No students

have sent anything through the
proper channels voicing concerns,
according to Glynn.
Every meeting, the RHA
reserves "Housing Facilities
Concern" time to address student
concerns, Glynn said.
If the problems have been sent
through the proper authorities and
no answers have been received,
the RHA presents the problems to
either Mark Shacldee, associate
director of student housing, or
Hudson, depending on the problem.
RHA meets at S p.m. every
Thursday in the basement of
Andrews Hall. Anyone can come to
the meetings to speak and make
motions. However, only RHA
members can vote. RHA leaders
include ball council executives,
either elected in position of RHA

Taylor Dining Service
Roof Replacement
• ConstructiOn began tt11s
summer and will culm nate this
weef<
• Project

WI

I cost $130 000

+ The onglnal roof dated to 1he
1960s and was still 1n place
pnor to construction

representative or voted in by a representative. Each hall receives
three votes.

Campus Editor Jemlfer Chiariello
can be reached at cujc70elu.edu.
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Cify, council to consider
business development
., ClltJ .....

"It's a big event," Cougill said. "It is a lot of fun."
The annual celebration features holiday window
displays at businesses around the square, "The
The Charleston City Council will look at business Nutcracker Suite" performed by local dancers and a
development Wednesday.
visit from Santa Claus.
Council will award the lowest bid<ter a contract for
The council could approve a resolution to meet new
state requirements for a loan fund that assists local the upcoming year's annual street resurfacing.
business growth.
The city resurfaces different sections every year.
The resolution has been on file for inspection since
Cougill said this year resurfacing will take place on
the Oct 7 meeting when Mayor Dan Cougill said the Third Street from Lincoln to Polk Avenues, Fox Crest
city would be required to establish a committee to Drive north of Polk Avenue, Stratford Drive west of
stay involved with the revolving loan fund recapture . Fox Crest, Sherwood Drive north of Stratford and
strategy. That committee must be composed of the Phillips Place west of Rennels Drive.
mayor, community development director Jeff Finley,
Also on the agenda is the creation of an alliance
city attorney Brian Bower and two experienced finan- between Coles County, Mattoon, Charleston, Coles
cial commercial bankers.
Tugether and the Charleston and Mattoon Chambers
The fund works with expanding prospective local of Commerce.
bnsir>esses.
Members of the groups have been meeting to estab'-rhe business comes to us, we go to the state and lish guidelines on roles and responsibilities of each
get the mooey, loan it out and it is Paid back plus a low group in best serving county residents and businessinterest rate," Cougill said. "The money we get back is es, Cougill said.
added to the revolving loan fund for future loans."
''It is not so much a binding document as it is an
Also up for approval following public inspection is a acknowledgment of ro~ and responaibilities."
lease agreement with the East Central Illinois Antique
A group comprised of the mayors of Mattoon and
'n'actor Club.
Charleston, president and president elect of the chamThe city is exchanging land near the waste water bers, president and vice president of Coles Tugether
treatment plant for one-third of the profits received and chairs of the County Board will meet periodically
from the club's crop harvest on the land. Cougill said to set goals and make sure those goals are being met.
A second group of executives from each group will
the club plans to plant crops and harvest them using
antique equipment for its annual event scheduled July then meet to make sure the goals are accomplished,
Cougill said.
16-18 of next year.
Council will also address authomation of a land
An expenditure of $6,500 in tourism funds is up for
approval as well.
agreement for home access on the Charleston Bicycle
The antique farm club will receive $1,SOO for its and Recreation 'Ihill.
event, $2,000 would go to "Christmas in the Heart of
Council will meet at 7 p.m. Wednesday in the counCharleston" and $.1,000 for the Charleston VlBitor's cil chambers of Charleston City Hall, 520 Jackson
Guide, Cougill said.
Avenue.
Street closure for the "Christmas in the Heart of
Charleston" event Dec. 6 is on the agenda for council
authorization.
Streets surrounding the square would be closed for
the event from noon until 9 p.m.
CITY EDITOR
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also be lost.
Hencken's 36 years of experience at Eastern was also a determining factor the board looked at.
O\W
Because of the state's budget problems, Hencken's experience with
COUllUEO f~Oll PA6E 1
the university's operations was a
plus, Anderson said.
"There's no one who knows the
campus better than Lou," said
U Eastern were to lose NCA Besty Mitchell, search committee
accreditation, the results would be chair and BOT vice chair.
devastating. Not only would the
Hencken has previously said his
university lose the ability for stu- experience at Eastern would
dents to receive financial aid, but enable him to know what areas of
the university's ability to accept the university could be cut and
and transfer class credits would · what ar.eas could not.

Pdwlty Senate still in difrnSsm Prffiidential SmrclI

Hencken bas good working relationships with the local politicians.
Maybe
more
importantly,
Hencken has been" successfui in
attaining private donation in a time
where that revenue source has
been declining. Eastern received
$2.7 million in private funding last
year, an increase of $500,000 from
the previous year.
And DOW, with the interim title
seemingly drooped from his business card, Hencken's effectiveness as a fundraiser could increase
even more, he admits.
The state budget, in multi-billion
debt; ts predicted to be even worse
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A friendly gesture
Kmberty Fl9cMr,

a sophomore business mafor, cantee Chad

erouct., a polllcal science and eodology major, while •llPl-111·
Ing the Sludent Allhelllc Advl9ory Coml1111:18e - prtnceea and
prince caitdldates for the Homecofring coronation cer.nony.

than last year, when the university
had to return that resulted in the
faculty receiving no raises.
Hencken previously said it
would be t1'e .._,rst ,time~ .for a
new president to take office at

Eastern.

I

"There's no
bnewho

knows the
campus better
than Lou."
-Betsy Mitchell

Start practicllig that smile!
Yearbook Photos October 20-23
9am-Spm Union Walkway
Students $4 Seniors $5
Schedule your appointment today!
Call 581-2812
Walk-Ins welcome (time permlttlnQ)

Are you in a RSO???
If so get 20% of your membership to get their
individual pictures taken and receive a
PREE Groqp photp for the y~arbook! .A. $55 value!
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Bin Laden Officials want wider probe
tape likely of fatal Chicago loop fire
authentic
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Central Intelligence
new audiotape purportedly from Osama bin Laden is probably authentic, officials at the agency said Monday.
The determination was made after a technical
by agency experts, who matched the voice to
s recordings of the al-Qaida leader, said CIA
, speaking on the condition of anonymity...ibe
message aired Saturday on the al.J'areera television
network.
Because of some timely references in the tape, CIA
~ysts interpret it to mean bin Laden was alive durq the .last six months. Officials noted bin Laden's reference to the government of former Palestinian Prime
Minister Mahmoud Abbas, who was appointed in April
IDd resigned Sept. 6.
That reference means it was recorded since his
llPointment. Because it doesn't note Abbas' resignalloo, the message is taken by some to mean it was
.ftJOOrded before then, but CIA officials said that isn't
certain.
U.S. intelligence officials have noted that some tape
releases have been preludes to attacks. In an April 7
Jll>e, a speaker believed to be bin Laden exhorted
Muslims to rise up against Saudi Arabia and calls for
llUicide attacks against U.S. and British interests.
Suicide bombers struck Western housing compounds
in the Saudi capital on May 12.
The last message purportedly from bin Laden aired
GD Sept. 10 and was regarded as a propaganda ploy by
~da, aimed at capitalizing on the second anniverlll'Y of the Sept. 11 attacks. That message in~uded
video of bin Laden on a mountain hike, but it was
unclear when either the video or accompanying audio
was recor ded.
The speaker in the latest message warned Iraqis
against cooperating with U.S. forces and urged youth
in neighboring nations to join a jihad, or holy war,
qalnst the Americans.
"We reserve the right to respond at the appropriate
time and place against all the countries participating
in this unjust war, particularly Britain, Sp ain,
Australia, Poland, Japan and Italy," bin Laden 5,9.i~{it:u
1be Islamic countries·woo participate will~
aempt, especially the Gulf countries, most prominent
11DODgthem is Kuwait, the launching base for infantry
troops of the crusaders," he said.
The speaker held back a sob when addressing the
Iraqi people, telling them he shares their concerns and
llluting them on their jihad.
"God knows if I could find a way to your field, I
wouldn't stall," the speaker said. "You my brother
fighters in Iraq ... I tell you: You are God's soldiers and
the arrows of Islam, and the first line of defense for
this (Muslim) nation today ... so don't (fail) the ·
Muslims today."
The speaker said this is his second message to the
Iraqi people. In Februai;y, an audiotaped message
believed to be from bin Laden urged Iraqis to carry
out suicide attacks against Americans and draw U.S.
troops into combat in Iraqi cities.
The Qatar-based satellite station Al-Jazeera
received the recording Saturday from a "trusted
IOUJ'ce" who called and offered the news.
~cy has determined the

=

ClilCAGO (AP) - Tup Cook County officials, two of whom
were personally touched by an off.ice building fire that killed six
people, are urging a wider investigation into the matter.
Cook County State's Attorney Richard Devine called Sunday
for a sweeping study of fire safety regulations and the procedures for rescue operations.
"We have to understand better what is supposed to be done,"
Devine said.
Cook County Public Guardian Patrick Murphy, meanwhile,
called for an independent investigation of the bl.are and the
evacuation of the building.
Devine was among those trapped temporarily in a smokefilled stairwell during the fire Friday in the 35-story building.
Three of the dead from the fire were employees of Murphy's
office.
The building was to remain closed Monday, officials said.
Cook County Board President John Stroger, who was involved
in the county purc4se of the building in 1996, said Sunday he
has asked for a feasibility study on the possible installation of
sprinklers throughout the building. Because the building was
built before 1975, the city fire code does not require sprinklers
above the ground floor.
Federal investigators focused Sunday on light fixtures in a
storage room as the possible cause of the fire.
The federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tubacco, Firearms and
Explosives hired an electrical engineer to test the fixtures,
wires and switches to determine whether they were faulty. The
results might not be available for as long as two weeks, ATF
spokesman Tum Ahern said.
Although a cause has not been determined, officials have said
they do not think it was arson.
Investigators began considering the light fixtures after interviewing employees of the Illinois Secretary of State's office who
said they first spotted flames near the ceiling in their supply
room on the 12th floor of the Cook County administration build-

ing.
"It could be an electrical fire, but that's not certain," said Sgt.
John Escalante of the Chicago police's bomb and arson unit
"Theoretically because if was a supply room, we're still trying
to verify where stuff was stored. Were supplies possibly
stacked up to the very point of the light? The heat generated
from the light fixtures could also have lighted the lire."
The fire started around 5 p.m. Friday in the storage room.
Several employees followed an announcement to evacuate the
building and tried to make it down two smoky stairwells.
After the blaz.e was brought under control an hour later, firefighters found a d01.en victims in a stairwell and halls while
doing a floor-by-floor search of the building. Six of them were
dead.
Three of the dead have been identified as: Thresa Zajac, 51;
Felice Lichaw, 51; and Janet Grant, 47, an attorney for the Cook
County Forest Preserve District and the daughter of one-time
Jet magazine executive editor Robert Johnson. The three dead
from Murphy's office have been identified as: Maureen
McDonald, SJ, who worked with the state's elderly wards; Sara
White Chapman, 38, an attorney; and John Slater ill, 39, who
represented children in divorce cases.
Five people remained in the hospital early Monday, some in
serious and critical condition.
The tan building complied with all building and fire codes,
Fire Commissioner James Joyce said. It had an alarm system
but no sprinklers above the first floor, Joyce said. As many as
2,500 people are there during business hours.
Investigators are questioning whether workers should have
been told to evacuate. Joyce said such an announcement was
made but that fire officials didn't issue the order or know who
did.
He added that sometimes it's safer for those in a high-rise fire
not to evacuate.

Free Meningitis innoculations
offered in Chicago neighborhood
· .:..F~~j.tlP) ~}.'l~-~..f~9 I?,e.~nrial~of H~~.has
~gun ou.... ~·free lllUOlllllllDm>'agallUlt ..._.~

m enmgitiS to

gay and bisexual men on the city's North Side.
The free vaccinations began Sunday in response to a recent
cluster of meningitis cases which has caused three deaths since
Wednesday.
Dr. John Wilhelm, the city's health commissioner, said laboratory test results received earlier Sunday confirmed that four of
the six c.ases reported so far were from a bacterial strain for
which there is an effective vaccine.
The health department has ordered 7,500 doses of the vaccine, at a cost of $50 per dose, and is prepared to obtain more,
officials said.
Bacterial meningitis is a serious infection that can be rapidly
fatal if not treated with antibiotics. The bacteria that cause the
disease are spread by direct contact with another infected person.
The city has not offered mass immunization against the dis:
ease since an outbreak in the early 1980s.
Fifteen to 40 cases of meningitis.are normally reported every
year in the city, health officials said. But the six recent cases

appear to be related, said health department spokesman Tim
Hadac.
"Connections between the people became apparent within the
last day or two," Hadac said late last week.
Health officials said there is no added health concern for people who have merely visited businesses where the victims
worked.
"It's not place-related,'' said Dr. Bill Paul, the deputy health
commissioner. ''It's really related to behavior. I wouldn't stay
away from the neighbor hood."
Wilhelm said the disease is not tied to sexual orientation, but
the recent cluster of cases appears to be centered among gay or
bisexual men who have had close personal contact since Oct. 1.
Such contact might include kissing on the mouth, being
sneezed or coughed upon, or sharing items have been in another person's mouth, authorities said.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP WANTED

FOR

RENT

County offloe products part-time
dellvery help 9-1 or 12-4 for now,
summer, and next year, apply in
person
406th
_ _at_
__St. _ _10/22

Brittany Ridge: 4 bedroom for 4 or
5 people. 2 112 bath, dishwasher,
washer/dryer. Great floor plan.
local, Responsive landlord.
$210/person 348-8886, leave

BN!ender 1ralnees needed. $250
a day potential. Local pcsitlons.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539.
_ _ _ _ _ __ 10123

message.

MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED no exp. required, all looks and

ages. ENn $100-$500 per day1888-820-0167 x u171.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _11n

Searching for a job that w0!1<s
around your class schedule?
Ruffalo Cody in partnership with
Weststaff has Immediate long
term customer sef'\lice I inside
sales positions available. We
offer: flexible scheduling, a
fun/professional
atmosphere,
paid training and competitive
starting salary. Call Nowll 3451303
Weststaff eoe mlf/h/v
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
CALL NOWll! CONSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE In partnership with WESTAFF is looking for
people just like you to be a part of
our tearnlll $7/HR WITH GRADUATED PAY INCREASES Work
around YOUR schedule with our
new flexible hours: 5p-9p; 12p-4p
or 12:3,0p-9p Business casual
atmosphere Bonus potential
Advancement opportunity Call
today to schedule your personal
lnter1iew: 345-1303

FOR

RENT

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/15

PANTHER PADS has 2,3,4,5,6;8,
and 11 bedroom, unfurnished houses for rent 2004-2005. 1-2 blocks

from campus.. CLEAN and WELL
MAINTAJNED. No pees, 12 months
lease. Gall 345-3148 or check us
out
at _
www.pantherpads.oom.
_
_ _ _ _ _ _QO
1 Bedroom apts. for August 0405. PP&W PROPERT1ES. 2
EXCELLENT
LOCATIONS
1
BLOCK, & 1 112 BLOCKS NORTH
OF OLD MAIN ON 6TH ST. 1 or 2
person leases. Central heat &
A/C, laundry facility. Trash service
and off street pari<!ng included.
Perfect for serious student or
couples. 348-8249

----~----'00
2004-2005 1 & 2 Bdrm furnished
.apts. Trash & water paid. 10 mo.
lease; No pets. 345·5048.
--~-~~~-00
2004-2005 2 bdrm furnished
townhouse. Central Air, garbage
disposal, laundry on premise.
1521 1st. 345·5048
-~~~~-~~00

2004-2005 3 bdrm furnished apt.
Central air, garbage disposal,
laundry on premise. 1521 1st
345-5048
~~-~~--~00
FOR RENT FOR 2004. 5141312
BEDROOM HOUSES. 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH APARTMENTS.
1026 EDGAR. 348-5032

___________oo

Females

2003/2004
or
2004/2005, furnished, W/D, PD
water & garbage. 10 mo $225, call
Star 348-6590
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/24
leasing for 2004: · 2 bedroom
completely fur nished, new ly
remodeled. DSL furnished. NO
pets. 917 4th Street 235-0405 or
317-3085.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11121
3 Bedroom apartment 2 blocks

from campus. $235 each per
month. 345-3554
_ _ _ _ _ _ _12/3

CAMPUS

For 2004/2005 Nice 4 and 5 bed-

room houses. Excellent locations,
cable internet hook-ups In evecy
bedroom. Washer and Dryer
hookup. 275-300 per person. Call
345--0652
~-~~,.------~oo
.
BUCANNAN ST. APTS, 1 Bdrm
now available. FOR SPRING
2004. Call 345-1266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
04-05 fall- 2,3,4 bedroom 2 bath
apts. new, clean, and clo5e to EIU
345-6100.

FOR

RENT

FOR

JUST NOW AVAILABLE: 2BR
UNF APT WITH STOVE, REFRIG,
MICRO,
CEILING
FAN/AC,
TRASH PD. 1305 18TH STREET.
$395 MO. PH. 348·n46.
Clean, nice, furnished 2 bdr apt.
available for Jan. 04. Pati<ing/trash
incl., laundry on premises, locally
owned, by EIU police. Call 3480673 leave a msg.

------~~----00

BUZZARD
STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!

---~--~-~00

Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Within walking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467

----~--~00
FALL 03-2 BR FURN APT $235 ea
10 mo. lease. NO PETS. 345-5048

--~~~---00

ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new furniture. Leasing foe Spring 2004
and Fall 2003 semesters. Call
346-3583

------~~00

Gir1 wanted to share 2 bdrm apt.
$260/month trash and water
included. 1111 2nd next to the
pari<. Call 348-5427

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

AVAILABLE JAN 04. NEW 1 BR
APT-Washer/Dryer, Stove, Refrlg,
Microwave, Dishwasher. -nash
Pd. $450 mo. 117 W. Polk. Ph.
348-7746.
www.charlestonilapts.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Available Summer & Fall 2004.
Extremely nice 2&3 bedrooms,
with one or two baths. Apts. and
homes.Washer & dryer Included.
No pets. Close to campus. Uttiker
Rental 345-9267
~,.---__,_____10/24

Girls furnished houses for
2003 -2004. 112 block from
rec. center. w/d, central air,
10 mo. leases. 345-5048

_________1004
FOR

SALE

1994 Mazda Protege, runs
well. good condition, 4 door,
5 speed manual transmission, 148,000 miles, $2400
OBO. Call Danny 234-2258 or
581-&389

ROOMMATES
Rocmmam; waltfd,$'295nmlh

Call I irx1<ley 348.1479

---------()()
Roommates
for 3 BR furnished

apartments.
150')

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATIENTION AIL GRADUATING SENIORS! If you are
interested in a yearbook of
your senior year, and are not
sure hBw to pick it up, rome
to the Student Publications
office, room 1802 Buzzard
Hall, and for only $4 we will
mail you a ropy in the Fall
when they are published.
Call 581-2812 for more information.
()()

Spring Break- sign up with
Student Express and FREE roundtrip airline ticlt
ets to over 15 International
destinations-incl udin~
Aruba, Dominican Republlc:
Costa Rica, Caribbean boll
spots and more. Why go with
anyone else. Limited offercall now. Commission rep
positions also available. ~
787-3787. www.studentell!

SALE

$200 per person

s. 2Dd. Call 3463583

----------()()
PERSONALS

________

Carole's Piano now accepting new students. All ages
welcome.
Beginner to
advanced levels. Call 4178685 for more information.
Carole is also available to
play for functions, recitals,
parties and rontests.

------=---00
Kate, you made a beautiful
KAPPA DELTA queen at
coronation. We are so proud!
Love, your KD sisters.

--~-----lCV.21

Joy, congratulations on
bemg
KAPPA
DELTA
princess. You looked beautiful! Love, your KD sisters
.~-------UY21
There is a flu clinic at the
Health Service building
from 8am-4pm. Get your
free flu shot and be healthy!
~------=10/22

The m ajority of EIU students drink 0,1,2,3 or 4
drinks per week (n=471 re~
resent.ative EIU students).
~~-~-~-1004
76% of EIU students have
not performed poorly on
tests/projects due to alcohoVdrugs (n= .471 represent.ative EIU students).
~~-~~-~·1004
91 % of EIU students have not
damaged propert}j et.c. due to
drinking or drugging (n-= 471
represent.ative Elli students).
~-~-~~~·1004
92% of EIU students think
people risk harm if they ronsume alcohol prior to sexual
activity (n= 471 representative EIU students).

_ _ _ _ _ _ _1004

AVON: Looking to purchase
Mark or regular products, or
sell? Call Darlene at
3454523 or cindytiffany@ronsolidated.net

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/22

~~n

:::ro:reak 2004.
with sTs, America's ,..
Student Thur Operator to
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco.
Bahamas, and Florida. Now
hiring campus reps. Call fcr
group
disco~
Information/Reservations I·

«

800-648-4849
www.ststravel.rom

sm.IJ!I
BEACiJ

WINTER AND
BREAK SKI AND
TRIPS ON SALE NOW!
www.suncbase.com
OR

#1 Spring Break Vacations! CALL
1-800-SUNCHASI
110% Best Prices! Cancun, TODAY!
Jamaica,
Acapulco,
Bahamas, Florida. Book now· ACT NOW! Book 11
and receive free meals & get 12th trip free. Group disparties. Campus Reps want- counts for 6+ www.sprinaed! 1-800-234-7007 or end- breakdiscounts.com or 800838-8202
lesssummertours.rom
_ _ _ _ _ _ _1001
01/lS
#1 SPRING BREAK COM- LO_G_H_O_U_S_E_C_O_N-SIGlfi
PANY in Acapulco is now MENT/ RESALE SHOrfJ.
offe ring 3 destinations! Go SALE 9-5. 348-8001. GO
Loco in Acapulro, Party in FAIRGROUNDS, FO
Vallarta, or get Crazy in THE SIGN.
Cabo- all with BIANCHIROSSI TOURS. Book by CITY LIMITS
Oct .31-get FREE MEAI.S! RANT. Parents Weekend,
Organize a group and travel Friday and Saturday bufftt
for FREE. Call for details. and salad bar. StudentJ
800-875-4525
or
brin$ parents. Show I.D and
receive 10% on entire billl
www.bianc hi-rossi.com
Full menu and specials allo
-----~:........._10/31
A "Reality" Spring Break available. Beer, wine, and
2004. Only with Sunsplash cocktails.
_ ___.._ _ _ _.~MO
Thurs. Featured in the "The
Real Cancun" Movie. Lowest
Prices, Free Meals & Parties
before Nov. 6th, 2 Free 'Itips
for Groups. www.sunsplashtours.com 1-800-426-nto.

~

RESTA~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1W7

CLIPS

ASIAN AMERICAN ASSOCIATION: Meeting at 6pm Tuesday in
Coleman 2290

·-Uarklbnel
81

The Dally Eastern News
Classified ad form

Name:~-----------~
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ Student: O Yes O No

Under classification of:_~-----Expiration code (office use only): _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad:
Compositor: _ _
No. words I days: _ _ Amount due:$._ __
Payment:
Check No._ _

Dates to run: ___________

Ad to read:

30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per llQld each consecWie day
lheraaft&r. 25 cents per llQld firsl day !or students with vaid ID, and 10 cents per m
each consecutive day allerwwd. 15 word mininun.
DEADUNE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS D4Y- NO EXCEPTIONS
The News raseMS lhe ri!tlt to edit or reluse ads c:a\'lideled ibekKJs or in bad tasle.

ACROSS

1

Archaeologic
at find
50pposite of
dry
10View from
Lucerne
14Potygon
measurement
15Foe
16Chick's
sound
17TV producer
Nonnan
18Sptit to be
joined?
19Jewish round
dance
2001d king's
edict?
22Female
29-Down
23
Cryptographe
r's aid
24Rock concert
venue

Ciossword

26Uke propellers
30Hockey's
Esposito
31 Take up again
32Witty Orson's
patter?
37Facial flareup
38Hang back
39Country star
Jackson
40T-shirt?
42"Symposium"
author
431t's banked in
Bangkok
44"You ready?"
450blivious
49Miss. neighbor
50Sitly mistake
51 Chess piece's
move?
56Administered
with a spoon,
say

Edited by Will Shortz

No. 0909

57Vegetation
59Tlmber wolf
601n the thick of
61 Duck that 's
...,_+--+--+-not a duck
62Genesis victim
63Soviet news
agency
64Neural transmitters
65Toythat
"sfeeps"

DOWN
1Rash soother
2Cookie that
has its name
on it
3Freebie on a
long flight
4Unadomed
5Followed, as
a dbg its
master
6Separate the
strands of, as
rope
ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE
7Cat sound
&Troublemaker
0 A 0 A
, 3 a v
9Just for Men,
e.g.
......,.........1---+--t 10Garden insect
11 "The Naked
Truth" star
Tea =+'~+.-. 12Lost in
France
13Tlc
21 Distort
--+-"+-+--t 22"The
Laughing
Cavalier"
artist

3

ss
60

63
Puule by Robeft Zimmerman

24Uke some
cheddar
25Minuscule
26rh h
shgGld:i'e
straps
27Nobelist
Walesa
28
mundi
29Anlrnals with
fawns
301 992 also-ran
32Wash
33Built like Wilt
34
"Unfortunate!

Y •··•

350verdue

36Shoelace
problem
-38Romanov
ruler
41 Skier's transport
42Blueprint
441rving Berlin
classic
45The
Lusitania's
undoer
46Bellini opera
47Novelist Nin
48Fuses by
heat
49Moses'
brother

51Somewhat, in
music
52Do in
53No.npaylng
train passen-i
ger
54Word in old
wedding
vows
55Game on
horseback
57Phann.
watchdog
58N.Y.C. subway, with
"the"
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Snipersuspeetl\luhaDllllad
defends sell in court case
VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. (AP) Sniper suspect John Allen Muhammad
won the right to act as his own lawyer
Monday in a surprise, last-minute
request at his murder trial, then broke
a year of stony silence with a rambling
opening statement in which he assured
jurors, "I bad nothing to do with these

crimes."

Gone Fishln'
Oiri. Wilie, a senior art malor. casts his line out into Campus
Pond Monday afternoon.

Change in
DJinois house
seats unlikely

It was not clear why Muhammad
decided to fire his lawyers, who will
aerve as standby counsel. Just last
week, Muhammad told Circuit Judge
LeRoy F. Millette Jr. that he was satisfied with his attorneys.
"One of the things we're here for
today is to find out what everyone
wants to know. What happened?"
Muhammad told the jury at the outset
of his 20-minute statement. He talked
about the meaning of truth but said
nothing about the shootings except to
deny involvement.
"I know what happened. I know what
didn't happen. They're basing what
they said about me on a theory," he told
jurors. "If we monitor (the evidence)
step by step, it will all show I bad noth·
ing to do with these crimes."
Muhammad, 42, is charged in the
slaying of Dean Harold Meyers, a 53year-old Vietnam veteran who was
gunned down outside a northern
Virginia gas station last October. He
was the seventh victim of a three-week
shooting spree that left 10 people dead
in Virginia, Maryland and Washington,
D.C.
Muhammad and fellow suspect Lee
Boyd Malvo, 18, were arrested last Oct.
24 at a highway rest stop in Maryland.
Prosecutors have said the shootings
were part of a plot to extort $10 million
from the government.
Prosecutoi:s say Mal'VO ·tias made
several statements to poltce and jail
guards in which he confessed involvement in many of last fall's sniper shootings in Virginia, Maryland and
Washington, D.C. Mubamma.d barely
spoke to investigators, and offered only
terse, one-word answers to questions in
many pretrial hearings.
Now Muhammad will have to speak
for himself and could cross-examine
his accusers, possibly including survivors of the sniper shootings.
Muhammad spoke at length during
his opening statement about the meaning of truth, saying at one point, "Jesus
said, 'Ye shall know the truth."' He also
said he hopes to be found innocent "by
the grace of Allah."
"There's three truths. The truth, the
whole truth and nothing but the truth. I
always thought there was just one
truth," he said. "The facts should help
us identify what's a lie, what's not a lie,"
he said.

ing Muhammad.
Assistant prosecutor James Willett
then began his opening statement,
silently assembling a Bushmaster rifle,
apparently the same one authorities
believe was used in the sniper shootings.
After M11hammad's arrest, Willett
said, "ordinary people going about ordinary tasks would be able to do so without fear for their very lives."
Willett told the jury he plans to link
"There's three truths. The
Muhammad and Malvo to most of the
truth, the whole truth and sniper shootings. He said Muhammad
may have traveled into various jurisnothing but the truth. I
dictions during the spree so that more
local governments would feel comalways thought there was pelled to contribute to a $10 million
ransom he hoped to receive in
just one truth," he sai.d.
exchange for halting the shootings.
Willett then explained the impor"The facts should help us tance
of a spotter's role in a sniper
shooting, which will be an important
identify what's a lie,
issue at trial. Defense lawyers have
argued that Malvo fired the fatal shot
what's not a lie,,,
in the Oct. 9, 2002, slaying of Meyers.
Because of that, they argue that
Virginia law prohibits imposing the
death penalty against Muhammad on
one of the two capital murder counts
Muhammad asked the jury to pay he faces.
close attention to the facts because "my
But prosecutors say Muhammad's
life and my son's life is on the line," role in the shooting was so direct that
apparently a reference to Malvo. he might as well have pulled the trigMuhammad and Malvo are not related, ger.
Willett showed the jury a diagram of
but they have referred to each other as
father and son.
the intersection where Meyers was
The first witness was Mark Spicer, a sho~ and said the fatal shot came from
sergeant major in the British army across the street.
with extensive expertise as a sniper.
"It was a distance of about 80 yards,"
Muhammad objected, saying he had Willett said. "You can see how imporbeen given no notice of Spicer's testi- tant a spotter would be" to help locate
mony. Prosecutor Paul Ebert said he is and point out a target to the shooter.
not required to provide such notice,
Willett
briefly
addressed
and Millette agreed.
Muhammad's decision to represent
Spicer testified that a sniper's "main himself, saying "it is an unusual but not
weapon is his ability to spread terror unheard of thing for someone in his
over a much larger force than him- position to do."
The victim's brother, Larry Meyers,
self." He added that snipers work in
twe>-man teams, and that it would be said he didn't know what to make of
nearly impossible to be successful Muhammad's opening statement. "I
expect him to follow up with someworking alone.
Muhammad again unsuccessfully thing. At this point all we basically
objected to Spicer's testimony, sayirrg it have is his theory about what hapwas irrelevant unless Spicer could pened," he said.
show Muhammad underwent the same
Malvo, who goes on trial next month
type of training that Spicer described.
for another killing, was flown to
The trial started nearly an hour late Virginia Beach on Sunday from a
as the issue of Muhammad acting as his northern Virginia jail and has orders to
own counsel was discussed in cham- appear in court. Prosecutors have oot
bers. Millette immediately called a said why Malvo was summoned.
bench conference with Muhanunad
The trial was moved to Virginia
and defense lawyers and prosecutors. Beach after defense lawyers argued
Muhammad and Millette conversed for that every northern Virginia resident
more than five minutes of the 30- could be ci>nsidered a victim because
of the fear the shootings inspired.
minute conference.
Millette instructed the jury that
defense lawyers Peter Greenspun and
Jonathan Shapiro would ooly be assistHe also spoke about his children,
whom he said he "loves very much."
He said he once punished his daughter for eating chocolate cookies, only to
find out later that the daughter bad not
disobeyed him. Similarly, he said, he is
being persecuted by authorities who
don't know the truth behind the sniper
gpree.

WASHINGTON (AP)- A little more than a year ~Qre 1)I«
election, change in the partisan makeup ·o(
llinois' 19-member U.S. House delegation appears unlikely.
The 10 Republicans and nine Democrats have signaled
their intent to seek re-election. They would enter the race
with two distinct advantages over rivals: the power ot
llicumbency and districts designed to help them keep their
1eats.
Party strategists say that means Illinois races are unlike·
ly to affect the partisan makeup of the House, which now
bas 229 Republicans, 205 Democrats and one independent
and is led by Speaker Dennis Hastert, R-Ill
contrast, the state could play a pivotal role in deterg whether Republicans keep control of the Senate.
Sen. Peter Fitzgerald's retirement announcement has
ft'Oduced about a d<nen candidates from both parties.
The House incumbents, running in new districts under a
:.ipartisan- congressional redistricting map the Illinois
General Assembly approved after the 2000 census, won an
average 72 percent of the vote in the 2002 general election.
"With this map, it's very difficult to point to an opporturu..
ty for either party, especially when it doesn't appear any or
11111 incumbents are retiring," said Mike Daly, a political
Mviller to Sen. Richard Durbin, D-Jll.
Strategists say that even if a retirement came, because of
how the districts are designed, it is more likely to produce a
aowded primary for the incumbent's party than a change in
which party holds the seat.
Carl Forti, spokesman for the National Republican
Coogressional Committee, which finds GOP candidates for
blttleground districts, said it bas done no major Illinois • 0 • s E Q u I T u R BY WILEY MILLER
NCl'Uiting.
Rocle Island Democrat Lane Evans, 52, bad been viewed
•vulnerable wider the old map, but he won easily in a new
clllt1ict loaded with more Democrats and is no longer seea&
ripe target
Democrats say their best prospects for gains, if measured
by where Democrat Al Gore did well in the 2000 presidential election, would be seats held by GOP Reps. Mark Kirk of
Highland Park and Jerry Weller of Morris. But they are on
Irey committees that help their districts and are powerful
lmd-raisers who handily won last year.
"Somebody could beat them, but it'd take a really out'8nding campaign," said Dennis King, Evans' chief of staff.
Turi Renner, a political science professor at Illinois
Wesleyan University in Bloomington, wants to battle Weller.
"Not too many challengers win, but when they do win, it's in B 0 0 N D 0 C K S av AARON MCGRUDER
districts like this,'' he said.
Incumbents also rarely face primary challengers, blJt
there could be some in March.
Among Chicago Democrats, former Rep. Mel Reynolds,
who resigned in 1995 after being convicted of having sex
with an underage campaign worker, plans to take on Rep.
Jesse Jackson Jr.
And Wauconda Republican Phil Crane, 72, who on strong
lloel'ublican turf had a relatively unimpressive 57 percent
lictory over Democratic businesswoman Melissa Bean Iaat
,..r, might have one or more QOP primary foes.
candidates who want to run will have to file qualifyin&
with the State Board of Elections in earfy
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Stevens:

SWIMM I NG

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Struggling against the current
By -.:tlllll Gilbert
SPORTS REPORTER

Coming off an impressive opening
showing in which. the men won the sixteam
Indiana
University-Purdue
University at Indianapolis Invite on Oct.
11, the Panthers swim teams were back in
the pool last weekend competing in a pair
of dual meets.
Eastern started the weekend with a trip
to Kentucky to talce on the Lotiisville
Cardinals. The Cardinal men were winless
on the season heading into the meet after
losing to Virginia Tuch and East Carolina
on the road, but Louisville boasts an experienced roster with nine upperclassmen
on the team. One of those upperclassmen,
Sean Wtlkinson, helped lead the way for
the Cardinals 119-112 victory over the
Panthers.
Willcinson, a diver from New Zealand,
continued his reign as Louisville's most
successful diver by winning both the onemeter and three-meter diving competitions. Wtlkinson recorded 18 total points
for his team by besting Eastern's freshman Dave 'l\-abilsy in each event.
Although Wtlkinson won both events,
Panthers bead coach Ray Padovan was
pleased that Eastern scored in the diving
competition. Last year, the Panthers did
not have a diver on their roster to compete
in the events and were always at a disadvantage. Padovan said 'Irabilsy's performance was solid and the 'Dean of Eastern
coaches' mentioned how key it is for the
team to have a diver this year.
"It's highly important for us to compete
in the diving competition," Padovan said.
"Last year we didn't have a diver and were
always giving up 10-30 points, so he really
takes the edge off that. He did a nice job in
both events, especially in the three meter
because that is a dive they don't do in high
school so it's still new to him."
Unfortunately, the Cardinal men were
too much for the Panthers to handle.
Louisville took home 13 of the 17 available
points in the 4-0(}meter medley relay and
sophomore Matt Lees won the 200-yard
individual medley for another nine points.
For the Panthers, senior Rich Wahlgren
helped fill the los.s of Josh Kercheval, who
graduated last year, by winning he 200meter freestyle by over two seconds.
· Juniors 'Tum Watson and Patrick Griffin
finished one-two in the 1000-meter
freestyle and the surprise of the weekend

DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY STEPHEN HAAS

An Eastern swimmer practices In Lantz Natatorium.

.

may have come from freshman Bill
Senese who won the SO-meter freestyle
with a time of 21.80.
"All of our new people are still learning,
but of the group, Bill Senese has stood out
the most," Padovan said.
The Louisville women had little trouble
with the Panthers winning their meet 14690. Leading the charge for the Cardinals
was freshman Larissa Niehoff who won
the 1000-meter freestyle and the 200meter backstroke. Sophomore Lauren
Bullock swam away with the 200 and 500meter freestyles and freshman Emily
Rabe became the third Cardinal to win two
races with her performance in the SO and
100-meter freestyle
The Eastern women struggled in many
of the events, but the Panthers did sweep
the 200-meter breaststroke with senior
Jordan Sherbrooke winning the event in a
time of 2:36.88. Sophomore Kim Fischer
was right behind her at 2:40.93 and fresh·
man Erica Stotts rounded out the top three
with a finish of 2:45.86.
"Jordan has done a good job this year,"
Padovan said. ''She's been real solid and
bas swam well."
The Panther men rebounded on
Saturday with a close 49-46 win against
Xavier. Wahlgren and Senese again had
good meets as each picked up two wins.
Wahlgren's triumphs were in the 100 and
200-meter freestyle, while Senese was victorious in the SO-meter freestyle and the
100-meter backstroke.
Wat.son also got into the action with a
win in the 500-meter freestyle and the

F.a.stern relay team of Senese, Watson,
Wahlgren and Jim Anderson took home
first-place in the 400-meter freestyle
relay.
The women's squad fell to 0-2 on the
young season with a 54-40 loss. In the
defeat, the Panthers did have a few strong
performances with Sherbrooke and sophomore Claire Garvey leading the way.
Sherbrooke won three events including
the 200-meter freestyle, 500-meter
freestyle and 100-meter breastroke.
Garvey won the 200-meter individual
medley with a time of 2:17.88 to beat
Xavier's Sarah Brown for the win.
"Garvey is really starting to swim well,"
Padovan said. ''We've moved her to a few
new events and she has been solid."
Fellow sophomore Jenny Curry took
home a pair of second-place fmishes in the
SO-meter freestyle and the 100-meter
freestyle, and according to Padovan is
starting to become an impact player.
"Curry is starting to come around,"
Padovan said. "She was off a little bit last
week (against IUPUI) but she'll come
around once we get in the weight room and
continue on with the season."
Padovan said while the Panthers record
0-2 record may assume otherwise there is
no reason to panic yet.
"I'm not worried, it's a long season,"
Padovan said. "Basically the teams we lost
to this weekend were better than us, but
we also didn't swim too well either."
The Panthers will next be in action this
Friday as they host Illinois-Chicago at the
Lantz Natatorium.

c:>m~c:c:>m
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plate and ducking into the dugout, Brett saw
Yankee manager Billy Martin approach home p
umpire Tim McClelland (Cubs fans will remem
McClelland for the Sosa cork incident).
A moment later McClelland thrust his arm in
air and signaled that Brett was out for excessive
use of pine tar on his bat.
McClelland had cited rule l.lO(b) which reads
that "a bat may not be covered by such a substance more than 18 inches from the tip of the
dle." The umpire ruled that Brett's bat had "hea
pine tar" 19 to 20 inches from the tip of the ban
and lighter pine tar for another three or four in
es.
One problem, this ancient rule was made in the
early 1900's to save on the cost of baseballs. In
1983, major league baseball didn't have this probo
lem.
This act sent Brett into the biggest fury of rage
in sports and was forced to be restrained by t
mates and umpires so the Hall of Farner wouldn't
take McClelland's life at that exact moment.
Of course, the result was overturned by the
American League commissioner and the game w
ordered to be replayed and the Royals won.
However, Billy Martin single-handedly attemptecl
and came very close to stealing a victory.
If Eastern's band continues to violate an NCAA
rule, the Panthers may suffer a loss undeser ·
because of it.
Maybe if thatbappens, I won't hear the fight
song on fir'st-and-10.

Returning:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

The Panthers hoped to use the Classic to boost
confidence, and the meet did just that.
''We had some good teams to run against, we
some teams to work towards, and we got them,"
junior Amanda Schutte, who finished third for
Panthers.
Nice weather and a smooth course were the
combination for Eastern's women runners to a
plish their goals.
Eatern's goal for this meet was to bring it's ~
fifth, and sixth runners closer to the top three.
"The first mile, or mile and a half, we bad six
in the top 15," said Mcinerney. "I am really pl
with the way the women got out and were compe · ·
up front, which is the way the OVC race will have to
run.',
Senior Stephanie Bone led the women, ftnishing
fourth place, and Angie Simone and Schutte fi ·
not far behind in seventh and 13th place, respecti.
Jessica Peach, finishing in 21st place, and Ni
F1ounders, 25th place, finished out F.a.stern's top fi
The next round of competition the cross co
teams face will be at the Ohio Valley Conf
championships in two weeks at Murray State.
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elative unknowns win OVC player of the week honors
Deandre

1b break its five-game losing
~em relied on two relainexperienced players wh>se
ces on Saturday resulted
both players being named as playof tbe week in the OVC.
Fer the previous five games in
· the Panthers came out on the
· end, two of their main weakwere the inability to create
an defense and a lack of
plays from the special teams.
an comerback Albert
single-handedly took care of
ineffectiveness of the defense by
· havoc throughout the game
' MUJTay State. Finishing the
with four tacldes, one intertwo fumble recoveries and
deflected passes, Brown showed
intangibles an inexperienced
·ve player usually doesn't
at this point in his career.
"It's not a surprise anymore; true
get more of a chance now
they ever used to," F.astem
ooach Bob Spoo said "But
wn) happens to be one of the
freshmen we have that is going
be playing regularly."
Brown took care of two problems
defense had been having. First
all, Brown dominated the
ver section of the stat book as
was involved in three turnovers
Eastern caused.
"I was just in the right spot at the
time for the interception,"
said "But I was disappointed
I didn't get into the endzone."
Brown also took care of covering
opposing teams top wide receivand did well enough to keep
m in control of the Racers'
· game. The freshman comerwas matched up against Racer
· r receiver Deandre Green for
of the game.
While Green did go over the 100.
mark receiving, he only caught
ball four times and was held out
the endzone.
'The job (Brown) did covering

Green

really made a
large impact for
our
defense,"
defensive coordinator·
Roe
Bellantoni said.
"Our
whole
defense is predicated on the secondary making
big plays, and
Albert certainly
did that fQ> us."
Throughout the
year Brown had
grown ·into the
favor Bellantoni,
but be hadn't produced as much as
his coach had
wanted until this
Saturday. That
was mostly due to·
the
learning
curve that freshmen have to deal
with when first
developing under
Bellantoni's sys-

tem.

• Editor's note: ltmJAer Profile is a
weekly feahlre pro!Umg ~or
Eostern's student alhl.ela sef.ected fly
the sports staff.

OwensFMt
Owens isn't
mentionedm
t.beyear•s
football media
guide.
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"He's just a 17year old freshmen, and it t.akes
time to learn the
concepts
we
teach," Bellantoni
said. "He has the
talent to make the
plays, but it was
just a matter of
experience and he put it all together
on Saturday."
'The defense was not the only unit
for F.astern that reversed its poor
play and became a positive against
the Racers.
The special teams for the
Panthers had been the Achilles heel
for the team, as they allowed blocked
punts and didtt't'~v~~•
in the return game.
But against Murray State, F.astem
reestablished its special teams play.
The group found the most success on
the punt return team, as freshman

18....,..

wide receiver Charles Owens
returned two punts for 53 yards.
The 26.5 yard average per return
for Owens gave Ea&em a boost in
field position. Also, Owens' longest
return of 44 yards turned out to be a
game-breaking play for the
Panthers, as it set up Vmcent Webb's
game-winning touchdown.
··But ir wasn't jl{st OWens who
improved the play on punt and kickoff returns. The entire unit solidified
the blocking in front of Owens, giving him the opportunity to make a
play.

"There were 10 other guys affecting the return because the blockers
consistently set up a fine wall for
Owens," Spoo said. "But you have to
give credit to the returner too,
because Owens had the moxy to find
the boles and make the right decisioos."
The overall play for Brown and
Owens resulted in weekJy awards
given to both players from the OVC.
Brown was awarded defensive
player of the week, while Owens
gained the special teams player of
the week award

This was the first time in the 2003
season that Eastern had two players
gain conference recognition from
the OVC in the same week.
Neither Spoo nor Bellantoni
believe that this trend will ~ after
the Murray State game. Instead
ooth coaches look fmward to what
these two players have to offer the

team in the future
"Both of these players can make
plays, and I expect to see a lot more
of them on the field in the future,"
Spoosaid.
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305 Lincoln Ave
217-345-6424
Open for Breakfast
Weekdays Sam - llam
Weekends Sam - 12pm

3 Piece Dinner

2 pieces of chicken
3 pieces of chicken
mashed potatoes & Gravy mashed potatoes & Gravy
coleslaw • biscuit
coleslaw • 2 biscuits

Erin_

2nd Annual Meeting Oct 21st 7:00
Oakland Room Union
anyone interested in being a mascot or anyone

who has already turned in an application.

PRIZES: Ist Place- Plaque & DVD Player
2nd- $4-0 gift certificate to Union
Bookstore
3rd- $20 gift certificate to Union
Bookstore

Every
Tuesday
11a m - Spm
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T HROWING

CROSS

HEAT

Returning
to Easte

Matthew Stevens
ASSOCIATE
SPORTS EDITOR

illegal use
of music,
five yards
Don't think obscure rules
can determine a sporting
event.
F.astem is coming closer and
closer to receiving an
unsportsmanlike conduct
penalty for an act off the playing surface.
Panthers head coach Bob
Spoo may be forced to yell at
F.astem's band for causing a
flag to be thrown.
I can't tell you how ridiculous it would be for Eastern to
be handed a penalty for the
band being overly excited during a change of possession.
Over the last two home
games. Eastern's band has
been playing while the ball is
in play which creates a distraction for both sides even if it's
accidental.
, How many times does
Andrew Harris have to drop
back to pass with "Will You Be
My Girl" in the background
before somebody does something about it.
However, it's happened more
than once which would either
constitute a misunderstanding
or, dare I say, blatant violation
of the rule.
According to Ohio Valley
Conference director of media
relations Ryan Altizer, the
rules handbook states a policy
for indoor events that prohibits
bands playing during game
action, but didn't find any rules
involving outdoor sports.
"There is no .Policy in the
handbook on outdoor events,"
Alt:i.Zer said.
However, this statement wasfound to be fundamentally
incorrect after speaking to
OVC coordinator of officials
L. V. McGinty in which he stated there is no conference policy, but there is an NCAA policy, which states that no person
should make artificial noise
that interferes with a player or
team's ability to call signals in
a game. The penalty is a dead
ball foul. However, a player or
coach must make a complaint
to the official In this case, it is
an unwritten OVC officials'
policy to warn a band or school
to cease with the artificial
noise before calling a foul.
"I have not been informed of
any such complaints this season," McGinty said.
I can virtually guarantee if
Illinois State and Eastern
Kentucky thought an advantage could be had on an
obscure ruling, they would've
complained in a hot second
Only one crucial aspect would
be required - a wild card
coach willing to take a huge
chance.
On July 24, 1983, Yankee
manager Billy Martin knew
that if Royals power hitter
George Brett got a big hit in its
three-game series, he had an
ace up his sleeve.
Brett hit a ninth-inning, twoout, two-run homer off Goose
Gossage that gave the Royals a
5-4 lead. G<>ssage and Brett
were no strangers - they had
matched up previously in the
heated post-season rivalry
between the two teams.
Seconds after crossing the
SEE STEVENS
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COUNTRY

+ Men~, women~

team spend weekend.

apart, return with expect,ed r~Us
By Julie _
Bourque
STAFF WRITER

After a weekend apart from each other, the men's
women's cross country teams met back at Eastern
one more meet behind them.
The teams either ran what they wanted or what
bad expected this weekend.
For the men's cross country team, the Pre-Natio
meet at Northern Iowa brought what they had exPE!iCt.1111
In past years, Pre-Nationals has proven to be a t
race for the men to nm well at, but it has always
fuel to fire the men in the Ohio Valley Conference race.
"I think we pretty much ran this weekend like we
ally do," freshman Erik
Werden said "We don't usually run well at this meet, but
Cross Country
then we bounce back and
Results
really run well at OVC."
Although some men did
+ MEN AT
have a nice race, the team
didn't perform like they
hoped
The Panthers• main goal
wasto "pack it up" more this
+ WOMEN AT
weekend, but they didn't
Mtlildn Cfasek::
quite have the chance with
such a large field of competi2nd place

tors.
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&nor Jeff Jonaitis rms along the Panther 1Hal during the EIU Panther Open, September 19.
Jonaltis finished 1391h with a time of 25:19 at the Pre-Nationals held In Cedar Fals, Iowa,
hosted by Northern Iowa University.

"Some of us got out pretty
well and some of us didn't,"
senior Jeff Jonaitis said. "We had a good group up
but we didn't have the big pack that we wanted. whldi
hard to do when everyone is just trying to get out and
into the race."
With only two seniors in the top seven, under·ciruiSllJI•
filled up the remaining five positions for Eastern's
seven. Sophomore Dave earl.son was the Panthers'
finisher, coming in at 148th place. Carlson was folio
by Jon.aitis, sophomore Jake Stout, Werden, and
Jack.son Johnson.
Coach John Mcinerney said, "There was only a SO
ond difference between our one and five guys, which·
getting there, but our six and seven guys need to step
for them to help us in the OVC race."
As a team, the men took 28th place out of a field of
teams.
The women ran at the Millikin Classic this ~~•
and their performance was just the remedy
Panthers needed With a one point margin, Eastern
isbed second behind Washington University .
SEE RETURNING

+
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MEN ' S BASKETBALL

Spotting a fracture in the_post
+ Junim farward out with a
fractured bone in f.eff, foot
By Matthew SbMns
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

Aaron Harrison
The 6-foot-9,
290-pound junior
college transfer
forward wm most
likely miss the
start of the
Panthers regular
season because
of fractured bone
in his left fool

Panther fans may have to wait for
the debut of junior college transfer
Aaron Harrison during the 2003-2004
basketball season.
.
The 6-foot-9, 290-pound forward suffered a Jones fracture to his left foot
over the summer in a playground game
after he signed a national letter of
intent to play with Eastern.
Harrison transfered from Trinton
College where he was named First
Team North Central Community
College All-Conference. He scored 14
ppg with eight rebounds in 2003.
A Jones fracture is a fracture of the
fifth metatarsal of the foot. The fifth
metatarsal is at the base of the small
toe, and the proximal end. However,
the Jones fracture occurs in the midportion of the foot.
The Chicago native said his hometown doctor declared he was completely healthy before he came to campus.
"The doc told m e I was healed but it's
plagued me a while since it happened,"

"He won't be ready by the
season opener that's for
sure."

Harrison said.
Harrison finally announced the pain
to the Panther training staff who decided to take another X-ray for precautionary measures.
"I went to the trainers when it started bothering me," Harrison said. "Once
the X-ray came back, it was clear that
it never healed."
Harrison has already had surgery to
correct the ailment, but the procedure
required a screw being inserted into
the foot to secure the bone.
Although Harrison is allowed to continue in his conditioning with the team
in hopes of lowering his playing weight
by five pounds, the power forward will
have to sit and watch his treammates
during the first month of practices.
"Im allowed to weight train and ride
the stationary bike because the coach-

es want me to get down to 285 poun
Harrision said. "But the trainers say
won't be ready to start practicing
Nov.17."
The mystery involves whether or
Harrison will be ready to suit up i
the Panthers season opener Nov. 22,
Eastern travels to Dekalb to take
Northern Illinois in the
Convention Center.
Harrison has said his rehibilitati
going ahead of schedule and all si
point to him being ready to start
season.
"All the things the trainers are
ing is positive so I hop e_to comp le
healthy and playing when I get
screw taken out," Harrison said.
However, Eastern head coach ·
Samuels isn't as optomistic.
"He won't be ready by the sea
opener that's for sure," Samuels sai
Samuels was hoping that H ·
would provide an immediate pres
in the paint for a Panthers sqaud
has lacked inter ior scoring
rebounding in recent years.
"Aaron will be the huge post p
ence that we've ~." Samue ls
when H arrison signed his national
ter of intent in Mar.

